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In this issue

We are fast approaching the end of 2021, and two years of unprecedented disruption,
upheaval and change. Families have had to home school children, spend weeks and months
in isolation, debate and decide about vaccination, have been excluded from public spaces, cut
off from friends and family and endure endless political announcements. We have also
watched as the world replaced a President, coalition forces withdrew from Afghanistan, and
our veteran community came under attack. I could list so many more things that we have
witnessed or endured, and yet life has gone on.

This month I want to introduce a more positive mind set and get focused on what helps us the
most. There are three things that I think support a healthy mindset: 

    #1: Where you focus, you will go 
    #2: Hope and Commitment will change the future, not money (although it helps), and
    #3: Empowerment, Responsibility and Accountability

#1: Where you focus, you will go! If you embrace angry, that is what you will get. If you
immerse yourself in food, you will get fat. If you don’t sleep, you will get tired. If you don’t
study and continue to learn, you will remain stagnant. If you invite people to take you on, there
will be plenty willing to give it a crack. If we can flip that mindset the outcomes are proven to
be better. If you smile at a baby or person on the street they will generally smile back. If you
eat healthy you should feel healthy. If you exercise you will get fit. If you set yourself goals and
commit to taking the steps required to achieve them, you will. When I was in the Army, I was
accused of having standards that were too high! My response: I’m aiming for Nirvana, if I jump
to reach it, I will get close. If I aim for a standard, I know I will achieve and nothing more, I will
get that too, but it’s the gap in between that is missed and that could change the outcome or a
life! So, I know where I’m aiming! In the famous words of Buzz Lightyear ‘To Infinity and
Beyond!’
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#2: Hope and commitment will change the future, not money. Since February 2020, as a team, we have
helped our clients receive over $10m in compensation or superannuation backpay, with another $4m coming in
before Christmas. Whilst that is life changing – and that moment in time cannot be overlooked, it is the hope
and commitment to use that money and focus on LIFE, LOVE, HAPPINESS, FULFILLMENT and making a
worthwhile commitment to the world that we get the most pleasure and contentment from.  When I started on
this journey back in 1987, my commitment was to my soldiers, and I hold fast to that today. If you haven’t heard
me say it to you before, here it is: The Military personality is amazing. They are strong, resilient, committed, loyal
and dedicated. While we serve, we may be good operationally, but our involvement in ‘domestic’ operations,
home life, society, is generally low. If we can help you find a new identity, meaning and purpose beyond your
military career, help you change out of your 8-year-old superhero outfit into your ‘dad bod’, ‘mum bod’
superhero outfit, you will be the leader’s community need – we have a population of youth struggling to find
good mentors. I challenge you to make that one of your lifelong goals “Change your focus, Embrace your
brilliance, Change a life.”

#3: Empowerment, Responsibility and Accountability. Despite becoming entirely accountable and
responsible for our own actions at 18, when we joined the ADF we handed responsibility over to someone else.
We trusted them to make the decisions, give the direction and look after us, to a point, without the thought of
setting boundaries. Whilst for the most part that worked out fine, in some cases it didn’t, and it is not a healthy
mindset to take into your post ADF life. We are all responsible and accountable for our attitude, life, behaviour
and responses and we all need boundaries. Just because you have an injury or illness, it doesn’t mean you
shouldn’t be involved, critically and logically analyze the advice you’re being given for treatment, of the plan
someone writes for you. I encourage you to believe in yourself, surround yourself with people who will be real
and honest with you, ask questions, try new things, and constantly change it up. I also encourage you to set
boundaries around how you behave and how others behave towards you. They breach the boundary once,
maybe their fault, they do it twice – your fault for not reinforcing that line! Principle for success: agility, open-
mindedness, consideration, boundaries and action.

Finally, in the lead up to Remembrance Day I want to encourage everyone to not only honour those armed
forces personnel who died in the line of duty, taking a minute to reflect; But to also honour yourself, and
celebrate your service, taking the good times, lessons, and wisdom of your experience into the next chapter of
your life. Feel proud as you did what so many others would and could not!

Kelliegh Jackson

Message from our CEO (cont'd)



We are relieved and excited to announce that the Advocates Online website is now live. We wanted to create
one entry point for all veterans regardless of their needs. It is important to note, that we are not a standard
claims processing house. Our focus is firstly whole of life, then we break it down from there and rebuild the
structure, strong and supported. Once we have a clear picture we can make recommendations based on the
evidence, legislation and your life goals. 

If you are looking for assistance with claims, permanent impairment, medical discharge now, in the future or
retrospectively, access to your superannuation through an invalidity pension, ombudsman claims, entitlements
or anything else veteran related, you can ask us. 

We have introduced an Estate Planning portal for you to ensure your assets and financial matters are clearly
articulated, ensuring your legacy endures long after you have gone. It is important to have your estate matters in
writing, and this can be done simply and easily through the portal with a reliable legal team at a fixed price. Log
in and get a quote for your estate planning matters.

Our business relies on word of mouth so look after your mates and get them to log in and make a no obligation
appointment today.

Please know that we reinvest in your future by searching for more ways to improve our service. Our legal estate
planning team are on board, now we’re working through the legislation with the financial services teams. If you
have ideas on things we can do to improve our service let us know. 

https://advocatesonline.com.au
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Our Website is live!!

We have also attached our new flyer which can be shared with your local GP, Physio, gym, RSL club or
anywhere else the veteran community spends some time.

https://advocatesonline.com.au/
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Our team continues to grow...

Nikki
A veteran of over 24 years and is currently completing her Master of Professional Psychology.
She will be conducting intake interviews, writing retrospective claims and coaching where requested or needed. 

Jacki

 A veteran of over 35 years and has retired from Corporate life. She will be working behind the scenes to make sure
ARETRO claims are well written and evidenced.

Heidi

Forms part of our new evidence gathering team to speed the ARETRO process up by providing more to CSC in the
first pass. She is also part of the super star Advocacy team.

Doug

 Our newest claims specialist bringing many years of experience working with the Department of Veteran’s Affairs.

Nadine

Will be keeping us all organized with her wealth of experience as an EA in the Corporate world.

Patricia 

Has been promoted to Operations Manager to ensure we all follow the process so we can achieve ISO9000 quality
standards and make the process faster and more streamlined.

Hannah

Has moved to clinical support with her impending finalization
of her certification as a Nurse Practitioner. We would like to
thank Hannah for all of her hard work, dedication and
commitment to our veteran community. Hannah will move into
the clinical support space within Veteran Medical.



Knowledge Bites...
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CSC – Legislative Changes

Kelliegh is going to sift through the recent ruling and read all of the files then she will
provide an update. However, in the meantime, if you are on a Class A pension or a Class B
and think you should be upgraded, this is the test they will apply:

“Class A: The Report of Defence Force Retirement and Death Benefits Scheme Review
Committee of June 1990, which has considered the Military invalidity classifications. I note
that this report states that Class A Members are “total, or near total, invalidity, unlikely to
work in a job for which the member is reasonably qualified by education, training or
experience”.

DVA plus CSC tax

If you were receiving DVA incapacity or veteran payments then had a CSC ARETRO and
retrospective amount approved and the two periods overlap, CSC will be the priority
payment, and DVA the possible top up. If DVA have a claim on your CSC ARETRO amount,
they will take it back as the GROSS amount, not the NET amount you actually received to
your bank account. CSC will also remove the taxed sum before they pay you – hence
double tax paid. 

The way to remedy this situation is as follows: Contact your tax accountant and have them
make a special consideration request to amend tax returns dating back more than 2 years.

Communication Changes

We know that maintaining communication is paramount to our clients. Very soon you will
start to receive a fortnightly text message with some helpful information and a reminder to
contact us if things change or you have a question. The Newsletter, will move to quarterly. 

Our team will also be asking you what your preferred method of communication is and
how often you would like this to occur. They will do likewise so you know when they’re
available. 


